Vibroarthrography--a possible functional non-invasive method for early detection damaged cartilage joint.
The vibroacoustic signals emitted by the diarthrodial articulation during a normal movement differentiates a healthy case from a pathologic one, due to alteration in forms and contact surfaces. The differences are shown by a various dynamics of the vibroacoustic spectra. Parametric representation of the acquired signals, filtering and clinical interpretation of those allow classification and fast recognition of a normal/pathologic status of the investigated articulation by the physician. Our method of acquiring the sound and vibration signals is effectuated completely non-invasive, with a set of translators using Pulse - sounds and vibrations analyzers (a matrix of prepolarised microphones with measurement domain in infrasound scale and piezoelectric acceleration transducers). A comparative study of vibroacoustic and thermal spectra, with early alterations revealed by knee nuclear magnetic resonance, correlates vibroacoustic and thermic spectra alterations with morphological ones, by determining certain limits between normal and pathological morphofunctional patterns. This prospective comparative study will help us evaluate the method in terms of sensibility, specificity, negative and positive predictive value, indices that assure the diagnostic power to the method.